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ABSTRACT 
The inversion model for she atmosphere at Titan, first proposed by 
Daniehn, Caldwell an4 Larach, is reviewed. The basic- fearures of the 
model are: a cold surface (80 K), a warm stratosphere (160 K) and a low 
surface pressure (20 mbar). The m&t is consistent with all existing 
thermal infrared spectrophotometry, but it cannot preclude the existence 
of an opaque, cloudy, thick atmosphere. The modd is strongly supported 
by the =cnr scattering analysis of Podulak and Giver. which, together 
with the eariy analysis by Trafton, excludes other gases .han methane as 
bulk consrituents. Radio wavelengths observations, including recent data 
from the Very Large Amy, are discussed. These long wavelength 
obscrv.ltions may b* the only direct means of sampling the surface 
environment before entry probe or flyby. The differences between the 
inversion model and Hunten's mndel must be resolved before detailed 
probe design studies can be performed meaningfully. 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been known for more  than three decades (Kuiper, 1944) that Titan is unique 
among the well-observed satellites in the Solar System in having a substantial atmo- 
sphere, including at least some CH4. However, for much of the intervening time, this 
datum was ignored by most of the astronomical community. 
In 1972, the re  began a revolution in our understanding of this enigmatic satallfte. 
Traftoo (1972a) reported the possible detection of H2 on Titan and sL.9 i-evaluated the 
quantitative analysis of the observed C H4 absorption at 1.1 pm, revising upward the 
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estimate of the minimum column abundance of the Titanian atmosphere (Trafton, 197233). 
Allen and hlurdock (1971) had observed an ancjmalously high brightness temperatux a t  
12 pm and concluded that the satellite had an atmospheric greenhouse. lV3rrison et al. 
(1972), influenced by their  cwn radiometric observations a t  20pm and by the papers 
cited above, proposed a greenhouse model in which the opacity due t o  the broad, 
pressure-induced rotations: transit i~ils in H2 a t  17 pm and 28 pm, together with the 
relative transparency of Hp in the 8-14pm terrestrial atmospheric window, produced the 
observed infrared properties of Titan. Pollack (1973) presented a detailed greenhouse 
model, which a l so  iricluded the pressure-induced opacity of CH4. lie derived a surface 
tsmperature -150 K, with a minimum surface pressurer400 mbar and a minimum 
column abundance *50 km-atm tota! of H2 and CHq. 
There was an alternate interpret; cion of the new Titan data, however. 
Danie lso~ et al. (1973) and Caldwell (1977) developed and refined a model atmosphere 
with a surface temperature 380 K, a surface pressure 1.20 mbar and a column abundance 
of -2 km-atm of CH4. This class  of model, with its relatively low surface pressure,  
has become known a s  the inversion model, because it features a high altitude tempera- 
ture inversion that is capable of reproducing al l  of the infrared observations of Titan. 
There a r e  other candidate models as well. Hunten (e. g., 1977) has  been a forceful 
advocatc for the inclusion of N, and has pointed out the theoretical difficulties in main- 
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taining a substantial H component on Titan against i ts  high escape rate. Cess  and Owen 2 
(1973) have included the effects of noble gases  on greenhouse models. 
The differences between these models must be resolved if there i s  t o  be an 
accurate understanding of the current state of Titan, and if i ts  clues to  the larger  
question of the origin and evoli~tion of the outer Solar System are t o  be exploited. On a 
more practical level, an improved knowledge of the atmosphere i s  a prerequisite for 
r a n y  of the more useful potential spacecraft explorations of Titan. 
It is  the purpose of this paper t o  review the original inversion model, to  discuss 
the impact of recent results on the modt 1 ,  and to speculate on imminent develokt~l t s .  
Ir. the. following chapter, Hunten describes the current status of models with higt:,, 
surface pressures  and column densities. 
THE INVERSOX MODEL 
The details of this model have previously k v n  given by Danieiuon ~t id. (195 3) 
and by Caldml l  (1 977). This section surnmsrlzea those pzwrs. 
The starting point for the m d e l  was'ihe adoption of the sn:allzst columr. ah;?- 
dance ior  the Titanian atmosphere that was consistent \#-ith observations. From the work 
of Trafton (1972b). that was 2 km-atm CH4, with no other mnjw m o i e c u l ~ r  constituent. 
The motivation for choosing this extreme value wzs cri,$nall;- to counterbalance t i e  
then-prevailing trend among planetary scientists to favor the Sargebt tenab'e column 
abundance. Hoiwver, a s  Mi l  be discussed below, this choicc is iurtker justified bg 
considerations of CH vapor pressure and of the g lob1  padiaf ion hdge t .  4 
The 2 h - a t m  abundance  as ? ;ermined by Tnfton i ram hbs anaiysis of tbe 
3 3  band of CH4 2t 1.1 pm. Podolak and his collezgites have shown th:t 9 Gail k 
reconciled with the visible and near infrared absorption bands of CH4 in thc spectrum 
of Titan. T??is work will be summarized in the next section. However, toward skortdr 
wavelengths, the reflectivity of Titan i s  not determined by CH4 alone. 
From 6000 d down tc 2600 1, the reflectivity decreases rnonotccically. The 
shortest wavelength point, determined from t.roa3M photometry by 0.40-2 
(Caldu~l l ,  19'75). corresponds to a geometric a l b e d ~  of 0.033 for a rackus of 2900 kn) 
Caldnvlk (1974) has emphasized that such a low vafrle is inconsistent --.ith liaylefgh 
scattering even from the minimal 2 km-atm of CH*. Models with highcr sbuudences 
have greater  disagreement with the observa t i~ns .  
The low ultraviolet albedo requirzs the y e s e n s e  of an absorbing mecie9 high ia 
thc atmosphere of Titan. The Rayleigh scattering constraint Incans that tk-em can be d 
most a clear  layer of 9 .1  km-atm column abundance a-cove ik abscroer if :t is 
completely black at 2600 A. 
No molecule has been identified with the spectral charac!eristics necestary t o  
reproduce the variation in reflectivity exhibited by Titan. Hovivver, laboratory aimuia- 
t io~ls  of Titan-like atmospheres exposed t o  natural energy sources suc3 as fa r  ultra- 
violet light generaliy produce a dark reddish-brown polymer (e. g., .mare and Sagan, 
1973) that has the qualitative properties t o  e-xplain the trend of Titan's ultraviolet t o  
visual albedo curve. In this process, CH4 i s  decomposed, and the fragments re2ombine 
tt- form the large colored particles. Such particles henceforth be called vdustlq t o  
d i f fe ren t i~ te  them from possible c o n d e ~ ~ a t i c  products. 
The original i n ~ r s i o a  mode! was b s e d  m an assumption that s l c h  a p rows8  
actually occurs on T!tan. .Qlthough the d-tatk on T i h a  are not ful!y entk~taod, as 
wil! be d!scurrse8 b low,  tie shork wavelei6h absorption b dcfiqfte. It  is tnereforo 
certain that a s 'aiflcant f r a c t k  of the m-ze[tected h l a r  radiation itxident upon 
Tttst Le ahso* nigh !n tbe atmosphere, and rwS at Me sur6uce. 
Ar, ~t ject  at T.tan's &stance from ttre Siln which has a high thermal ewissivity 
411  q u i r e  an egxilihc*uu\ temperature of :he o rde r  of lO3K. T!w actual value will 
on the %bje9+'s albedo. If tk obw daes not h u e  a tfgh thermal emlssivi@ at 
the wavelength of peak emissioa (=Wpm fcr 100 K) the temperabwe will rise until the 
integral ower all  wave!engths at the erniss-:u@ multiplied ky the P l a w k  fanction equals 
the absorbed eaergy. 
Titen's u-r a t ~ l o s p h e r r  bas in fat2 =ache8 an equilibrium temperature we11 
above 10% K, The edence icr %a ie f w d  in *& middle infrarzd spectro_ohotometry 
of Gillett el  d !1973) and Gill* (1915). These dab ahcu  a brightress temperature 
of 2160 Kin tb lundalue-..a1 sod uf CH4 at 3pm. Since this band is very stmng, it 
h optically thick at very high altpudeb-, and *is brightness temperature must be very 
ciose t o  the actual physicai temperabtre them. 
At :<rwer altitudes, there must bt: ah opaque. zolder level because, without an 
internal ebergy source. there is  not enough incoming radial3 e c e l q  t o  mair;lain the 
ouar dkir. of the satellite at this  elevated temperature against radiation t o  space. 
Hetrce, Titan has R temperature inversion, witn warmel 1a:sr-s overlying cooIzr ones. 
It is 'possible that a n  atmospheric greenhouse efiect could. maiatain warmer 
layers below ths cold, opaque level, This conjecu.~re cannot be disprob-n now. The 
simplest rnakl, advocated nere, is that tts -re layer is in fact ;he physical s~riace. 
It is pcstulated in the inve.sicn m d e l  that the s u r k c e  i r  CHq ice and that the 
atmosphere ia in vapor pmssurt? equilibrium with the surface. T h i ~  fixes vte sczface 
t e m p e m u r e  at *@K, because this value. cornbl~ed with t b  CH4 saturated vapor 
pressure (20 mbar) gives the correct  column abundance (2 km-atm). As d i s a s s e d  by 
Danielson et d (1973), this temperature also bds t o  a fi:zsonably a w u x t e l y  tm:anctul 
global radiation budget for the model atmosphere and surface. 
The inrc?.rsion model haq been successful !n explaining t*k infrared emission of 
Titan. Figure 1 shows the 8-14pm region, with the m d e l  compared to GiUettls 
(197.5) data. 
The emission peaks centered at 7.7pm. 12.2pm sad 13.7prn in the rnod~l are due 
respectively t o  CH4. C2H6 (ethane) and C2HZ (acetylene;. CriJD and C21f4 hay? not 
been inc1ud:d in the model. Between the peaks, ihe tniission is due t o  the 
(ultraviolet-absorbing) dust- This effect Is more eviQnt ir. tile ne-xt W~re. The 
surface in t k  model i s  too coid t o  influence the c-niissicn shown in Ii!pre 1. 
Figure 2 s4cw d ~ e  computed emission oc* t\, 40pm. lne dust has hi; *a!en to 
have a tern-ratvre of :60K, with an emissivity p r o p r t ~ m a l  t o  1 /A, This iz a simpli- 
fying apprwima t io~~ ,  .?orsistetq with an index of refraction that i s  coratant with 
wave :ength. 
The surface is mcdelled as a black body with unit enrissivity at 775 K. :.This value 
will he discussed presently.) In tbe model, most of the radiation at 2Opm is due to *k 
dust: and beyond 40pm, a o s t  is due to the surface, 
The parameters  of any model fitted to  ref!ec?ed and emwed  light fmw a planet 
are sensitive t o  the rddius. A flux i s  the measured datum, but the r a d i s  is required. 
for computing the fivsic31ly meaningfut quantities: brightness and albedo. In xfinirg 
the original inversion in$el, Caldwell (1977) used the occultation n d i u s  of 2906 km 
measured by Ellior' et d. (1375) for the effective radiating layer ard tbe effective reflect- 
ing layer of the atsmsphere. The surface radius ig rlnknown. but for a specitic value 
of the surface dies, a definite surface temperature can be c:r;culated that 'ulances 
the a h o r b d  anci emitted radiation. With the vapor-pres~ure  equilibrium envisaged in 
the model, this also determines the surface gressure a d  column abundance. 
Caldnell (1977) chose a b e l i n e  model with a sur f lce  radi:ts of !%OU km, leading t o  a 
surtace temperature of 78 K, sur tace pressure of 16 mhar and column ~bundancs  of 
1.5 km-atm. The amount by which these values change as a function of surface radius 
i s  summarized in Figure 3. 
In th.? Iavcrsion   node! a s  described above, there sit no clouds of c m d e ~ s a t e  
particles. This is not unreasonable, even -ihWlgh the antire surface i s  postulated to be 
in v a p r  pressure equilibrium with the atmosnhere, because the high altitude heating 
mag be aufficient to -use a positive temperature lapse rate  cvery~hre .  S~ch an 
atmosphare would be extremely stable wains t  vertical convection. 
J i  the radiative interchange betweer. surface and atmosphere i s  such that a 
condensatton cloud fol-ms a t  low altitudes, the basic features 9f the mrdel would not 
change greatly. The s ibat ion where a major i:ottstituent of an atmosphere is condens- 
able has been discussed by Lewis and Prinn (1973) and Honten (1977). 
Eecause of the postutated vapor pressure equilibrium, the atmosphere wi!! act 
as an effective thermostat, t o  keep the surface ever-where isothermal a t  the tempera- 
tu re  determined by the global average visible transmission of the atmosphere and by 
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the d m w a r d  infrared atmospheric emission. Any local region that found itself 
departing from the mean temperature in either sense would attempt to adjust its local 
vapor pressure by increased condensetion or sublimation, Becauae of the sharp varia- 
tion of CHI vapor pressure with temperature, winds would a r i c  to restore ar isobaric 
s u d c e  condition. The substantial lateut heat of phase change of CHq m l d  oppose the 
hypothetical temperature differential, and the local transient winds would continue until 
the differential disappeared. 
In particular, Danielson et aL (1973) have shown that the atmosphere won't 
condense at the winten pole of Titan, because that pole never cools d m .  Assuming 
that the obliquity of Titan is the same as Sturn's, they calculated that abaut 5 percent 
of the atmmphem wauld condense on tbe winter polar durirrg that season, dthout 
cbaoging the surface tempereturn. This must be replenished by sublimation in the 
ather hem ispbere. The operative criterion in thb calculation is that the surface cannot 
dissipate the lateot heat of condewsation Zaster than a blackbody at 80K can radiate to 
space. 
Thc assumption concernfqg the obliquity of Titan b not critical. For any 
general orientation of Titan's polar axis, precession will al ter  Titan's seasonal year, 
but most probably not enough to mat&er. 
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If the  obliquity assumption i s  even approximately correct ,  then each TiLm pole 
at i t s  sunlnler solst ice will esper ience Ihe largest  diurnally-averaged s c l a r  flux of any 
point on the surface.  Thus there  are probably no absolute s inks  of CH4 on Titan. At 
s o m e  point during a Titan year,  a l l  locations will sublime s o m e  CH4. However, on an  
annual average, the poles receive l ess  flu than the e q ~ a t o r ,  s o  the re  u i l l  be a steady, 
cumulative movement of CH4 from the equator t o  the poles. 
This situation i s  c lear ly  stat icallv unstable. Titan will respond by an  equator- 
ward flw of CH4 glaciers  t o  maintain i t s  spher ical  shape. One effect of th is  motion 
will be t o  overturn the surface  l ayer  continually. Dust par t ic les  sett l ing on the surface  
will nct pave it over. The surface will not be hermetically sealed from the interior,  
and the re  will be fresh CH4 exposed to the atmosphere t o  replenish those molecules 
i r revers ibly  lost t o  photochemical action. 
An a l ternate  surface  scenario,  suggested by R. E. Danielson i s  that a modest 
greenhouse effect could raise the  su r face  temperature  t o  1.90 K, the CH4 t r ip le  p i n t .  
This would permit  the  farmation of CHq oceans. In th is  case, ocean currents ,  and not 
g laciers ,  ~vould recycle the CH4 t o  the equatorial zone. 
RECENT DEVELOPhlENTS RELATED T O  THE INIrERSION bfODEL 
1, The Hydrogen Abundance. 
Recently, hlunch et al. (1977) observed the (3-0) S1 quadrupole line region 
on Titan, and found no evidence for absorption there. They established 
a 30 upper limit corresponding t o  a column abundance of 1 km-atm. This 
resul t  differs from Traf tonfs  (1972a) finding of 5 km-atn;. It could 
represent  an  exotic variability on Titan, but the  preferred interpretation 
of the author i s  that i t  means the re  i s  little and possibly no H2 there.  
Miinch et al. (1977) had super io r  spec t ra l  resolution t o  Trafton (1972a), 
and Trafton required a sophisticated stat ist ical  analysis t o  extract 
information not evident in the r a w  data. 
If t rue ,  the new result  of Miinch et al. (1977) does not directly a l t e r  the  
inversion model. A s  Danielson et al. (1973) stated: ''Although no H2 i s  
required, the presence of s c m e  H2 as reported by Traffon i s  readily 
accommodated." H o ~ w v e r ,  the  absence of H2 will provide an obstacle t o  
a l l  greenhouse models which require  i t  t o  provide opacity between 
l5pn1 and 35 pm. A s  will be discussed below, an atmosphere f r e e  of H2 
could have important photochemical implications. Further,  it has  been 
a continuing problem (Hunten, 1977) t o  understand how an appreciable 
steady-state concentration can accumulate on Titan because of its rapid 
loss t o  space. 
The Methane Abundance. 
Trafton (1972b) estimated the CH4 column abundance t o  be 2 lan-Atnagat if 
CHq i s  the only major constituent of the atmosphere. Lesser  abundances 
would have been allowed if there was another major gas t o  broaden the 
liries of the 3v3 band of CH4 observed by Trafton. 
Lutz et al. (1 976) derived a CHq abundance of 80 m-A, thereby 
implying the presence of =20 km-A of some other gas, such as N2 o r  Ne. 
Their result came from laboratory and planetary observations of the 
visible and near infrared overtone and combination bands of CH Their 4' 
two kinds of observations were scaled by a simple reflecting layer model 
for Titan's atmosphere. 
However, Podolak and Danielson (1977) and Podoiak and Giver (1978) 
have argued that the reflecting layer model i s  inadequate t o  represent a l l  
the CH4 bands observed on Titan. These bands vary in intrinsic strength 
by several  orders  of magnitude. Even the strongest of them in Titan 
spectra have finite residual central intensity. These papers explain the 
central band reflectivity as being due t o  backscattered light from the same 
dust particles that cause the previously discussed ultraviolet absorption. 
The change in optical properties from ultraviolet t o  red i s  due t o  the 
assumed variation of the imaginary index of refraction of the dust with 
wavelength and also due t o  the modelled particle s ize distribution. By 
judiciously limiting the permitted particle sizes. Podolak and 
Danielson (1977) find that ultraviolet photons see the particles as large 
compared t o  wavelength, and hence experience strong forward scattering, 
whereas red photons s e e  small particles and are isotropically scattered. 
Podolak and Danielson (1977) simultaneously explain most of the CH4 
spectral features and the continuum variation in albedo with their  dust 
model. They require a CH4 column abundance -1 km-atm. 
Podolak and Giver (1978) have modifier! the model by confining the 
dust t o  the upper layers of Titan's atmosphere. This i s  reasonable if 
the dust i s  formed at high altitudes, grows continuously in size,  and 
setties rapidly to the surface aRer reaching a crit ical size. This 
adjustment increases the observed strengths of weak bands relative t o  
strong ones. They ultimately derive a C% abundar.ce of a t  least 
2 km-A. 
\%'hen the results of Podolak and Giver (1978) a r e  conlbined with those 
of Trafton (1972b), the inversion model, with i ts column abundance of 
2 km-A, i s  enti rely consistent with the methane absorption spectru~l?. 
Dust. 
One of the interesting claims of Podolak and Danielson (1977) is 
that the continuum reflectivities of both Titan and Saturn from 2500A 
to 10,000A canbe explained by dust particles with the same opticn: 
properties for both planets. The only changes required a r e  in the total 
amount of the dust and its vertical distribution. While this conclusion 
i s  not universally accepted (Scattergood and Owen, 1977: see also the 
discussion beiow), it will be stipulated for the present for the purpose 
of illustrating, i f  not proving, a point. 
Although Saturn's atmosphere shows pronounced variations in color 
according: to season, i ts equator is usually very dark in the ultraviole+. 
The standard interpretation i s  that this corresponds t o  a latitudinally 
restricted concentration of dust particles. Hon.ever, photographs taken 
through a narrowband fil ter in the strong 8500 A CH4 band show the 
equatorial region to be relatively brighter than the res t  of the planet 
(Own, 1969). 
Although a t e n  interpreted his observation a s  a high-altitude CH4 
condensation cloud a t  Saturn's equator, more recent models 
(e.g., C a l d ~ v l l ,  1977b) do not favor this interpretation. The one-way 
optical depth for absorption in this band i s  probably in the range. from 
1 to 3 above the cloud tops. It is more probable that @ten (1369) has 
actually recorded scattered light from high altitude dust particles. 
Unfortunatelv, it i s  not now possible to  exhibit such an effect visually for 
Titan, because of the limits of spatial resolution. This alternate 
interpretation of Owen's results supports the concepts of Podoiak and 
Danielson (1977) and of Podolak and Giver (1978). 
Laboratory experiments on dust particle formation have recently 
been performed by Scattergood and Owen (1977). They used high energy 
proton bombardment of simulated planetary atmospheres to  dissociate 
such species as H2. N2, CH4, NH3, and HZS, and then observed the 
resulting particulate formation. Their work was an advance over that of 
Khare and Sagan (1973) because Scattergood and Owen could initiate 
reactions in mixtures excluding the long wavelength photon acceptors 
NH3 and H2S. Because of experimental difficulties, Khare and Sagan 
required these molecules to  absorb light longward of 2000 before they 
could initiate any reactions. Chang (this volume) has h r t h e r  discussed 
the relevance of high energy. 
Scattergood's and Owen's result indicate that particles suitably 
colored to reproduce observed planetary reflectivities from vlsual to  
ultraviolet wavelengths do not form unless such species a s  N2, NH3, 
o r  H2S a r e  present. SpecificaDy, they claim that simple mixtures of 
H2 and CH4 do not produce particles with the required coloration. 
The inversion model can readily accommodate minor amounts of most 
of these gases without changing the basic features of the model. However, 
they could not be major species, or the simultaneous satis faction of the 
limits imposed by Trafton (l972b) and by Podolak and Giver (1978) would 
be impossible. N2 has a high vapor pressure, and could be the remnant 
from primordial NH3 previously photodissociated. H2S also has a higher 
vapor pressure than NH3, and is not excluded by any spectroscopic 
observations. It  could conceivably have a source in the interior of Titan. 
IMMINENT DEVELOPMENTS IN TITAN STUDIES 
1. Ultraviolet !3pectroscopy. 
On January 26, 1978, the International Ultraviolet Explorer was launched 
successfully. This satellite will extend the wavelength range md the 
resolution significantly beyond the capabilities of OAO-2 (Caldwell, 1974, 
1975). The possible detection of Rayleigh scattering below 2600 A and of 
spectral signatures of specific molecules could lead to  model 
constraints too various to outline here. Titan is a high priority target 
for the IUE, s o  significant results may be expected soon. 
2. Radio Wavelength Observations. 
At millimeter and centimeter wavelengths, it i s  a fair  prospect that 
Titan's atmosphere will be transparent. Measurements there offer the 
possibility of sampling the surface unambiguously and of differentiating 
between candidate molecules. A major problem has been that diffraction 
makes the detection of a relatively weak signal from Titan difficult in the 
presence of the very strong confusion from Saturn itself. 
Existing and future radio observations are summarized in Table 1. 
Briggs (1974) used the NRAO interferometer a t  Greenbank with three 
baselines of 0.5, 1.9, and 2.4 krn, observing a t  3.7 cm for  19  hours. 
Scaling his result  t o  the baseline surface radius of 2700 km (Caldwell, 
1977a) gives a brightness temperature of 99 *34K. This result supports 
the inversion model. The limiting factor in  Briggst work is signal to 
noise. 
Table 1. Radio Observations of Titan 
Reference Instrument Wavelength T ~ *  Limitations 
Briggs (1974) NRAO Interometer 3.7 c m  99 * 34 Signal to Noise, 
(Greenbank) confus ion with 
Saturn 
C onkl in 
et al. (1977) 
Jaffe VLA 
et al. (1978) 
3.3 mm 213 A 38 Confusion with 
Saturn 
1 .3 ,2 ,6cm 9 0 ~ 3 0  Signal to Koise 
- -- Bonn 100 m dish 1.3 cm --- No Data Yet 
* Assumed surface radius = 2700 km 
Coaklin et al. (1977) used the 36-foot millimeter dish a t  NRAO 
Tucson in the photometer mode. They made two observations three months 
apart. Saturn was out of the primary beam, but currently unmeasured side 
lobes can generate 200% systematic e r r o r s  from such a close, bright object. 
Conklin et al. were careful to measure the background after Titan had moved 
away, but they cannot rule out temporal changes in the side lobes. The 
measurements were in two broad bandpasses near 3.3 mm, with the 
resulting brightness temperature of 215 * 38 K fo r  a surface radius of 
n o 0  km. 
If their measurement represents the surface temperatures, as 
Conklh et aL (1977) conclude, then the inversion model would need a major 
revision, along the lines suggested by Figure 20.2 of Hunten (1977), o r  
Hunten's article in this volume. 
The disagreement between the two published observations could be rea l  
because they are at different wavelengths, but the requisite atmospheric 
opacity t o  produce such numbers seems unphysical. F'urther observations 
were clearly needed. Recently, Jaffe et al. (1975) used the Very Large Array 
interferometer a t  Socorro, New Mexico t o  remeasure Titan a t  1.3, 2 and 
6 cm. The total observing time was 35 hours on three nights, including 
simultaneous observations a t  different wavelengths on one night. From 
night to  night, between 4 and 8 dishes were available, with baselines up 
to  10 krn. Ultimately, 27 dishes with baselines up to  35 km will be 
operable. Currently, signal t o  noise limits the data, but since this 
improves as the square of the number of working dishes, this problem will 
eventually diminish greatly. Confusion with Saturn is of relatively low 
importance. In fact, the instrument will eventually be capable of measuring 
the radius of the surface of Titan. 
Preliminary analysis of VLA observations a t  6 cm indicates a nominal 
brightness temperature of 90 K * 30 K(1o) fo r  a surface radius of 2700 km, 
with an upper limit of 180 K (30). This is in gocc! sgreement with Briggs 
(1974) but disagrees with Conklin et d. (1977). Further analysis, to reduce 
the remaining uncertainty, is underway. 
Finally, i t  is noted in Table 1 that the 100 meter  dish in Bonn will a lso 
be capable of making useful measurements for  Titan, but such measurements 
have not yet been done. 
SUMMARY AND PROSPECT 
Pending a clarification of the radio brightness measurements outlined immediately 
above, the inversion model for Titan, as proposed by Danielson et al. (1973) and modified 
by Caldwell (1977a), remains completely viable. Baseline parameters of the model 
are: surface temperature = 78 K; column abundance of C H4 = 1.6 km-atm; surface 
pressure = 16 mbar. Engineering studies for Titan p r o b  missions must consider 
these numbers. 
It is probable that Titan is a highly evolved planet. It i s  different from the 
Jovian planets in that significant quantities of its atmosphere can escape over the life 
of the solar system. It also lacks a means of thermally recycling atmospheric dust 
particles to fully reduced compounds in its interior. It i s  reasonable to  expect that the 
current wide range of Titan atmospheric models will soon be narrowed greatly. When 
this preliminary phase i s  complete, future studies should address the task of 
unravelling Titan's evolutionary history. Direct exploration by space vehicles seems to 
be the only merns available for doing this. 
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